Sept. 18-22

This week we thought we were

drew a picture to go with it.

going to be a normal routine, but it

In English this week, we learned

Wednesday morning, but it was so

questions, so they end in a question

turned out we had some unsuspect- about declarative, interrogative, imperative, and exclamatory sentencing things happen in our class. We
es. Declarative sentences are just
tried to finish our NWEA testing up
statements that end with a period.
by taking the last of the three on
Interrogative sentences are asking
slow and kept kicking us off, that it

mark. Imperative sentences are

n’t have social. Instead, we worked

so, because a newspaper tells sto-

on a bunch of school work, while

ries and rarely asks questions or

story selection was a part of the

inventors and innovators.

took an hour to get everyone into the commands and end with a period.
Exclamatory sentences show exactual test. So we ended up testing
citement and end with an exclamaalmost all day instead of just the
tion point. We tried to find all of
morning. Then on Thursday, the
these type of sentences in a newsfifth graders were gone, so we did- paper, but we found it’s hard to do

some finished taking the NWEA test. gives commands.
Because of all the testing, we
Whew! Are we glad we finished our
haven’t quite gotten back into our
tests!
science lesson. Next week, we will
This week we read our reading
pick back up and keep talking about
book Because of Winn-Dixie. We enjoyed reading this story because it

was funny. The librarian told a story about a bear being in her library,

so she threw a book at the bear. The

1. sigh
2. right
3. weigh
4. eight
5. detail
6. height
7. spray
8. braid
9. bait
10.grain
11. slight
12.thigh
13.tight
14.raisin
15.trait
16.highway
17.frighten
18.dismay
19.freight
20.sleigh
21.eighteen
22.mayonnaise
23.campaign
24.daylight
25.twilight

We had our first class mass this

week, and we did phenomenal!

Avery and Eli R. even served for the
first time!! They did great!

NEXT WEEK:
• Sept. 25 No School
bear then took the book with him!!
birthday on Wednesday!! HAP- • Sept. 25-29 Book Fair
She is still waiting for the book back. PY BIRTHDAY ANDREW!
• Sept. 28 Grandparents
Day
:) To finish our reading lesson, we
-Mrs. P and the 4th
FUTURE:
wrote about our favorite part, and
• Oct. 5 Mid– Qrt 1
We also celebrated Andrew’s

Graders

